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DIGEST:
I. A contracting agency may purchase equipment

from Federal Supply Schedule that meets i.ts
requirements, even if designated stock category

.of equipment indicates usa other than for what
agency will utilize Pnluipment, since designa-
tions are for the convtiience and benefit of
the Governmrent, and "re not intended to limit
users of nultiple-purpose items to that:. esig-
nated use,

2. Where agency conipares capacity, cost and pro-
ductivity of equipnent available on !edeoa
Supply Schedule with alternative item not
available on Sehedu.le to determine the lowest
cost item that satisfies its minimum needs,
agency need only show that it's analysis was
made in good faith and was otherwise reaasonable.

3. When Federal Supply Scheduhle contract contains
different maximum ordering limitations for (1)
equipment and (2) accessories, atgency's ordering
of both equipment and accessories, each within
its applicable limitation, does riot violate
regulations even though total order for equip-
;qent and accessoriet; exceeds either limitation.
* oreover, order of additional accessories from
following year's contract is not objectionable
si.nce prior contract did not encompass those
accessories.

J* J. Broderick Company protests the Defense
,Iogisti,"s Agency's purchase of an automated storage
and rctrieval svstem for sraall electronic parts from
White Machine Compiiny, Inc. Broderick contends that
Dr.A's economic analysis justifying tLhe purchase of
carousel units under Whitecs Federal Supply Schodule
(PSS) contract, ratner than mini-stackers mianufactured
by Lyon Metal Products, Incorporated and inarketed
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by froddrikk, was erroneous. Broderick also argues that
the purchasa violated the maximum ordering limitation
of White' s FiS contract. We deny the protest.

On September 28, 1981, PLA placed a delivery order for
four carousels and related accessories under White's 1981
FSS contract, No, GS-005"2304117 on Octoter 2, DLA placed
another delivery order for computerized carousel controls
under White's 1982 FSS contract, Not GS-005"236q%. Broderick
protested issuance of the first of those orders to DELA. The
protest was denied by letter of Septembet 29, and Broderick
then filed a tinely protest with this Office.

Broderick first questions the propriety of DI-A'l ordec-
ing carousels on the ground that Ml.A's need was for materials
handling, while the carousels are listed in the Federal
Stock Class.(PSC) o4, which covers visible records storage.
(FSC 39, which incl;:tdes mini-stackers, covers materials
handling equipment.)

We see no legal basis for objecting to DbLA's acquisi-
tion of the carousels for materials handling. DLA deter-
mined that its needs could be satisfied by the carousel
system as well as by others intended fox materials handling.
The fact that the General Services Adninistration categoriz4s
certain equipment in a certain way does not preclude an agency
from acquiring it to satisfy its needs in other areas,
The designations of stock categories are, as DLA points out,
for the administrative convenience and benefit of the Govern-
ment and we do not believe they are intended to limit users
of multi-purpose items to particular schedules. Further,
Broderick points to no rule or regulation that would suggest
that an item's PSC designation restricts the use of that item
in any manner, Consequently, we have no basis to object to
DLA's ordering an item designated as visible records storage
equipment for storage and retrieval of electronic spare parts.

The major question raised by Broderick is whether flEA's
determination that the carousel units are the lowest cost
equipment meeting its needs was reasonable. The protester
challenges DLA's conclusion that four carousels costing
a total of approximately $100,000 will meet its needs
equally as well as one mini-stacker costing approximately
$200,000. Broderick contends that the carousels' storage
capacity is not adequate for the agency's estimated work-
load and that items cannot be retrieved at a rate anywhere
near that calculated'by DiUA.
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OLIA reports that it requires a system capable of storing
12,000 to 14,000 high popularity Electronic parts with an
estimat3d workload (materials request ordera) of 580 items
a day. DLA determined that either the carousels or the mini-
stacker would satisfy its minimum needs for such a storage
system amcd that,. considering both capital costs and the costs
of operotion, carousels would be more cost effective in terms
of the time required to recover the, purchase price,

Broclerick first challenges the capacity of the carousels,
based on the size and weight of the "bin boxes" in which
the snall parts dre to be stored and on the number of boxes
that can be placct1 on a carousel shelf. All of these affect
accessibility of the stored parts, which in turn affects the
rate at which stock can be stored or retrieved, Broderick
also alleqes that DLA's analysis waa faulty because the agency
now is using the boxes in a configuration different than that
on which It.s decision to purchase the carousels was based.

DLA1 however, points out that Broderick was only specu-
lating as to the possible arrangement of bin boxes on
adjustable carousel shelvesi While its initial estimates
were based on a proposed configuration of nine boxes per
shelf, DLA stateG, it subsequently determined that each
of four shelves would accommodate 14 boxes, with a top
shelf holding an ndditional eight for a total of 64 boxes
.per bin. Since each carousel has 64 bina, this resulted
in 4,096 "locations" per carousel, or 16,334 locations
for four carousels. DLA estimated the cost. of these at
$6.10 a location.

During development of the protest, DLA states, it experi-
mented with this arrangement and determined that it could
achieve even greater efficiency by arranging 19 boxes on each
of three carousel shelves, with two larger boxes on a top
shelf for a total of 59 boxes per bin. This reduced the num-
ber of locations to 3,776 per carousel, or 15,104 for four
carousels; estimated cost was increased to $6.62 a location.
DYLA states that in this new configuration, items will be
more accessible fInd the pick rate, i.e., the number of parts
that can be retrieved from a carousWl3Tn an hour, wil be
augmented, offsetting the increased cost per location.
In any event, DLA states, the cost of the carousels still
compares favorably 'ith that of a mini-stacker, which pro-
vides only 8,040 locations at $12.44 each.
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Given the flexibility of the carousel shelves and the
varying arrangements possible for placing boxes on the
shelves, we see no problem with the fact that MrA is not
ustrig them in the exact configuration originally contem-
plated, that it modified its proposed arrangement more than
once, or that it freely admits that it may modify the con-
figuration again' to reflect changing needs. We do not
believe that DEA must show that its original arrangement
was the best pussible; rathort it need only show that its
analysis of the carousels' capacity was reasonable and
made in good faith, a burden that we believe DLA has met.

Broderick also questions DLA's assessment of the
productivity possible with the carousels, which is re-
lated to DLA's original assessment tnat it neceled a sys-
tem that can handle 580 orders a day, In DLA's analysis,
productivity is expressed in terms of the pick rate,
DLA's original analysts tnsumed a pick rate of 100 an
hour for four carousels, compared with 60 an hour for
a mini-stacker. Broderick argues that the military
installations DEJA relied upon to establish the rate
for carousels actually nxperience iruch lower rates,
30-to-45 an hour, and that DLA's assumed rate is there-
fore unreasonable.

DLA reports that while it still believes a rate
of 100 art hour may be possible after the Operators
are fully trained, a pick rate of 65 an hour certainly
is achievable. DEJA points out that unlike some other
installations, it intends.to store only high-use items
on the carousels. Further, DLA is using computerized
controls while the other installations use manual con-
trols. DELA concludes that these differences should
permit its operators to achieve pick rates that only
the most efficient operators can achieve at other in-
stallations. Again, we think this explanation is a
reasonable one.

We also believe DEJA has effectively refuted Brorderick's
other bases for challenging its decision to purchase the
carousels. For example, the protester points out that the
mini-stacker occupies considerably less floor space than
the carousels DLEA a6knowleclges this but points out that
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this is not critical, since ample warehouse space is avail-
able, BrJderick elso challenges DL.A's statement that,
unlike the mini-stacker, the carousels can be operated even
during power outages; DLA, however, states that it pro-
vides its employees with flashlights and does continue
manual picking under these circuristances.

Based upon the foregoing, we believe DLA reasonably
concluded that four carousels will adequately meet its
Minimum needs. This being Bo, nnd taking into account
the fact the four carousels cost appreLc.ably less than
the mini-stacker Broderick proposes, we fail to see any
basis to object to DLA's decision to order the carousels.
The protester simply has'failed to show that DeA's dee-
cision involved bad faith or otherwise was unreasonable.
See Quest Electronics, B-193541, March 27, 1979, 79-1
CPD 205; National Office Systems, Inc., B-201133,
March 18, 1981, 81-I CPt) 210.

Broderick also maintains that DLA failed to comply
with the $75,000 maximum ordering limitation of White's
Schedule contract. DLA, however, 3tates that it orde'ued
four White model IPT-5$s at $18,640 each for a total vf
$74,560, and that it also acquired 14 extra bins for
each carousel. DEA argues that the extra bins, which
cost $10,480, were properly ordered with other equipment
totaling $36,120 tinder a separate $40,000 limitation
applicable to accessories. DLEA explains that unused,
removabla shelves from the IIP-SOs will be used in these
bins.

Broderick further argues that. DLA evaded the $40,000
limitation on accessories when it ordered an additional
$15,500 worth of computerized controls for the carousels
under White's 1982 contract, DIA responds that it
ordered the controls separately because it wished to ob-
tain statc-of-art equipment which was not available under
White's 1981 contract.

Under applicable regulations, Federal agencies may
not submit orders and FSS contractors may not accept
orders in excess of stated maximum dollar limitations.
41 CeF.P.. § 101-26.401-4(c) (1981). We have held that
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an agency may not evade such limitations by splitting
requirements into several small orders. We also have
stated that the maximum order limitation applies to
both a single purchase order or a series of purchase
orders placed within a short period of time. Quest

Electronics, supra. I -

Here, however, our review indicates that 7I.A ordered
the HP-50 carousels under one limitation in White's FSS

contract and the extra bins as accessories under another.
Therefore, DtA did not violate any limitation or the

regulations, As for the 1982 order, White's price list
for 1902 doos offer automated controls for carousels
that were not available under its 1981 contracts There-
fore, it appears that DLA did not act improperly in

ordering additional accessories under the 1902 contract.

That new contract, of course, had its own ordering limi-
tation, which was not exceeded by the 515,500 order,

The protest is denied.

> Comptrol tGeneralt of the United States




